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 LIMITS AND SUMS OF EXTENDABLE

 CONNECTIVITY FUNCTIONS

 This paper shows how to express an arbitrary real function / : [0, 1] - > [0, 1]
 as the pointwise limit of a sequence of extendable connectivity functions and
 as the sum of an infinite series of extendable connectivity functions. We use a
 result which describes the extendable connectivity functions g : I - > I whose
 graphs are dense in I2 in terms of certain subsets on which g may be rede-
 fined arbitrarily with values in I and still remain an extendable connectivity
 function. This result seems related to an open problem of whether or not
 the class of extendable connectivity functions can be characterized in terms of
 associated sets.

 Let I = [0, 1]. A function G : X Y between topological spaces X and
 Y is Darboux if it maps connected sets to connected sets, and it is almost
 continuous if every open neighborhood of the graph of G in X x Y contains
 the graph of a continuous function from X into Y . We say G is a connectivity
 function if whenever C is a connected subset of X , then the graph of the
 restriction G'C : C - y Y is a connected subset of X x Y . A connectivity
 function g : I -* R is extendable if there is a connectivity function G : lxi - > R
 for which G(xi 0) = g(x) when 0 < x < 1.

 Many relationships between different classes of functions defined here are
 already known. For functions g : I - >■ /, the connectivity functions are just the
 functions whose graphs are connected subsets of I2 . But for functions G : I2 -¥
 /, the connectivity functions are just the "peripherally continuous" functions
 [12], [19], [18]. Namely, for every x G I2 and every open neighborhood U of
 x and V of G(x), there exists an open neighborhood W of x in U such that
 G(bdW) C V. W and bd W can be chosen connected [18]. For functions
 / : / - > Ä, we have the following chain of classes of functions: continuous C
 extendable connectivity C almost continuous C connectivity C Darboux [18].
 All of the containments are proper.

 Every real function / : R - > R is already known to be (1) the pointwise
 limit of a sequence of Darboux functions and (2) the sum of two Darboux
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 functions [16], [7]. (1) and (2) are still true when "Darboux" is replaced by
 "connectivity" [17], [5] or by "almost continuous" [14]. In [8], Gibson asks if
 (1) and (2) are also true for "extendable connectivity" in lieu of "Darboux".
 He also asks if (3) the uniform limit of a sequence of extendable connectivity
 functions is again an extendable connectivity function. We give answers to
 his questions about (1) and (3), but give an alternate answer concerning his
 question about (2).
 Here, we let K denote a class of functions from I into /, and we let g G K.

 A set M C I is called g- negligible with respect to K if / G K whenever
 /:/->/ and / = g on I - M . This is the same as saying that every function
 /:/->/ obtained by arbitrarily redefining g on M is still a member of K.

 In [1], Brown characterized in terms of ^-negligible sets the members of K
 whose graphs are dense in I2 when K is the class of connectivity functions.
 In [15], Kellum showed that Brown's characterization is still valid when K is
 instead the class of almost continuous functions. We show Brown's character-

 ization also holds for when K is the class of extendable connectivity functions,
 but we obtain the stronger condition that the set A in statement (iii) of the
 theorem below can be chosen to be a G s instead of a countable set. Extend-
 able connectivity functions g : / - ► / , onto /, whose graphs are dense in I2
 have been constructed in [2] and [10]. We first need a lemma.

 Lemma 1 If G : I2 - > I is peripherally continuous, then for every x G I
 and all open neighborhoods U o/(x,0) and V ofG(x), there exist an interval
 (a, 6) about x in I and a connected open neighborhood W o/(x,0) in U such
 that (I x {0}) fi W = (a, 6) x {0}, (/ x {0}) fi bd W = {a, 6} x {0}, and
 G( bd W) C V.

 Proof. There exists a connected open neighborhood O of (x,0) in U such
 that bdO is connected and G(bdO) C V. There is an interval (a, 6) about x
 such that (I x {0}) D O = (a, 6) x {0}. Let Co = (- oo, a - 1] U [6 + 1, oo) and
 Cn = [a-i,a-^]u[6+^1-,6+i]forn = 1, 2, 3, • • • . Then (C„x{0})nbd0
 is compact for each n = 0, 1, 2, • • • . For each y G (Cn x {0}) fl bdO, there
 exists an open neighborhood Wy of y in U such that diamWy < ([a, 6] x
 {0}) fi cl Wy = 0, and G(bd Wy) C V . There exists a finite subcover Wn of
 the open cover {Wy : y G (Cn x {0}) D bdO} of ( Cn x {0}) 0 bdO. Let W
 be the component of the open set O - c/[|J^=i(U>Vn)] that contains (x, 0). It
 follows that bd W C bd O U (U{bd W* : W* G (J~=i Wn}), (/ x {0}) D bd W =
 {a, 6} x {0}, and G(bd W) C G(bd 0)U(U{G(bd W*) : W* G U^Li Wn}) C V.

 Theorem 1 Suppose K is the class of extendable connectivity functions and
 g G K. Then the following are equivalent :

 (i) The graph of g is dense in I x /.
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 (ii) Every nowhere dense subset M of I is g -negligible.

 (iii) There exists a dense Gs subset A of I which is g-negligible.

 Proof, (iii) => (i): Suppose A is a dense G s subset of I which is ^-negligible,
 and suppose /:/-»/ is any function for which / = g on I - A. Then
 / is an extendable connectivity function, and so the graph of / is connected.
 This shows A is ^-negligible with respect to the class of connectivity functions,
 which, according to Brown's result, implies g is dense in I2.

 (ii) => (i) : If every nowhere dense subset M of I is (/-negligible with respect
 to the class of extendable connectivity functions, then M is ^-negligible with
 respect to the class of connectivity functions. Therefore according to Brown's
 result, g is dense in I2.

 (i) =$> (iii) : The function g : I -ï I is extendable to a connectivity function
 G : I2 - ► I and the graph of g is dense in I2. For n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , let Dn = {^- :
 p is an integer and 0 < p < 2n} = {di, ¿2» • • • > ^n+i}, and let D = (J^Ļ0
 which is the set of dyadic rational numbers in [0, 1]. Let {(xn,^n)) • n =
 1, 2, 3, . . .} be a countable dense subset of g , and let B = { xn : ri = 1,2,3,...}.
 Since G is peripherally continuous, then by the lemma, for each xn G B and
 for each positive integer m, there exist an interval IXntm about xn in / and
 a connected open neighborhood UXriim of (xn,0) such that dia,mUXntm <
 (/ X {0}) fi UXn)m = Ixntm * {0} , ( I x {0}) D bd UXntm - (bd Ixn>m) * {0} and
 diam(G(bd^n,m)UG(xn))< Let E = (J~n=1 bd IXn>m.

 Define Tn>m = {xG I-E: there exist 2n+l intervals IyumìIy2ìmì . • • , ^y2n+1)m
 such that yi G B , diam Uyi)Tn < z G int and diam(G(bd Uyiìm) U
 {di}) < ^ for di G Dn and i = 1,2,..., 2" + 1}. Each TntTn is a dense Gs
 subset of /. By the Baire category theorem, A = fì^Lo flm=i ^n,m ls a dense
 Gs subset of /.

 Suppose /:/->/ is a function for which / = g on I - A. We show that
 the extension F : I x I - y I of f defined by

 F(t ^ t)=í fW if*€¿andí = 0
 F(t ^ ' ' 'G(x,t) otherwise

 is peripherally continuous. Let x G /, £ > 0, and let U be an open neigh-
 borhood of (x,0) in 1 2 and V = (F(x,0) - e,F(x, 0) + e). Suppose x G A.
 For some n, there exists di G Dn fi V. Choose a positive integer m so that

 < e - I f(x) - di' and W C U for each open neighborhood W of (z,0) in
 P with diameter < Since x G Tn>m, there exists Iyilm such that y, G B,
 diam Uyitm < x G int and diam(G(bd Uyi m) U {di}) < Therefore
 Uyttm C í/andG(bdf/yt,m) C V. F((lx{0})nbdàyt>m) = G((bd Iyi>m) x{0})
 because (Ix {0})flbd Uyitm = (bd Iyitm) x {0} C £x{0} C (/-A)x{0). Then
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 F(bdUyiim) = G(bdUyi}rn) C V. This shows F is peripherally continuous at
 each (x, 0)gAx {0}.

 Now suppose X G I - A. Since G is peripherally continuous at (x, 0), there
 are an interval J about x in I and a connected open neighborhood O of (x, 0)
 in U such that G(bdO) C V, (I x {0}) DO = J x {0}, (/ x {0}) fi bdO =
 (bd J) x {0}, and F((bdO) -(Ix {0})) = G((bdO) -(Ix {0})) C V. Let
 a G bd J. Then a ļ A. Otherwise, if a G A, then for every i there exists an
 arbitrarily small Uyitm containing a such that G(bd(Uyitm) - (Ix {0})) is near
 di and such that bd(Uyitm) H bdO ^ 0. Then G((bdO) - (Ix {0})) is near
 diì a contradiction. Therefore bd J C / - A implies F(bdO) = G(bdO) C V.
 This shows F is peripherally continuous at each (x, 0) G (I - A) x {0}. F is
 peripherally continuous at all points of I2 off the closed set Ix {0} since G is.

 (i) (ii). Suppose the extendable connectivity function g : I -ï I has
 a graph which is dense in I x /, and suppose M is a nowhere dense subset
 of /. M is a 0-dimensional compact set. Without loss of generality, we may
 suppose M C (0, 1). Let D = {di, ¿2, ¿3, . . •} denote the set of dyadic rational
 numbers in I. For each positive integer ra, there exists a disjoint finite cover
 lm of M such that each member /m¿ of Xm is a closed interval of length < ^
 such that g (bd Imi) = dm and each member of 2m+i is a subset of the
 interior of a member /mt- of lm. Then M = fļm=i (^m)-

 Let Au be an isosceles triangle in I2 with base lu x {0} and altitude
 < 1. Let J be the closure of a component of I - (UZi), and let B'k be an
 isosceles triangle in I2 with base J'k x {0} and altitude < 1. Suppose m > 1
 and Im+ i,i C Im% • Then let Am+i¿ denote an isosceles triangle in Ami with
 base /m+i,j x {0} and altitude < and if Jm+i,fc denotes the closure of a
 component of /mt- - (UZm+i), let Bm+ if* denote an isosceles triangle in Ami
 with base Jm+'tk x {0} and altitude < For example, the picture for
 stages m = 1 and ra = 2 might look like Figure 1, page 187.

 According to [11], a connectivity function /:/->•/ is extendable if and
 only if / is extendable to a connectivity function from I2 into I that is con-
 tinuous off I x {0}. It follows that for every positive integer ra and for each
 Jmk > 9 1 *Imk is extendable to a connectivity function G : Bmk -ï I such that G
 is continuous off Jmk x {0}. Notice that for ra > 1, g( bd Jmk) is either {dm}
 or {cřmjdm-i}- We define G to be dm on the slanted sides of each triangle
 Ami • At each stage ra, G can be extended by the Tietze extension theorem to a
 function that is continuous on any remaining points of I2 outside the union of
 the finite collection of triangles Ami and Bmk (i,k varying). By construction,
 the resulting extension G : I2 - > I of g is peripherally continuous.

 Now suppose / : / - » / and f = g on I - M . Then / = g on / - M . We
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 show that / is an extendable connectivity function by showing

 FlTt'=lG^ii ^ on/2-(Mx{0}) ^ ' ļ /(x) on Mx {0}
 is a peripherally continuous extension of /. Since F = G on the open set
 1 2 - (M X {0}), F is peripherally continuous at each point of 1 2 - (M x {0}).
 So let X G M, £ > 0, and Í > 0. Infinitely many dyadic rationals lie in
 {F(x, 0) - £, F(x, 0) + £). Therefore there exist dm G (F(^, 0) - £, F(x, 0) -f £)
 and /m,- containing x such that the isosceles triangle Ami with base /mt- x
 {0} has diameter < S and F(bdAmt) = G(bdAmi) = dm. This shows F is
 peripherally continuous at each point of M x {0}, too.

 Remark 1 It is not difficult to show that Brown's result is valid for the class
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 K of Darboux functions. Theorem 1 implies that every function f : I - > I is
 equal to each dense extendable connectivity function g : I - >• I except on some
 first category Fa set B = I - A.

 Not many characterizations of extendable connectivity functions are known.
 In [11], one is given in terms of a family of "peripheral intervals." For the class
 of Baire class 1 functions, the extendable connectivity functions are charac-
 terized in [3] as just the Darboux functions. A class K of real-valued func-
 tions / defined on an interval is said to be characterized in terms of associ-
 ated sets* if there exists a family P of subsets of R such that f E K if and
 only if for each a G ñ, the "associated" sets EQ(f) = { x : f(x) < a} and
 Ea{f) = {x : f(x) > a} belong to P. In [4], Bruckner showed the class K of
 Darboux functions cannot be characterized by associated sets. In [6], Chris-
 tian and Tevy used Brown's result to show that the class K of connectivity
 functions f . I -ï I cannot be characterized in terms of associated sets. Then
 in [15], Kellum used his generalization of Brown's result to show that the class
 K of almost continuous functions /:/->/ cannot be characterized by asso-
 ciated sets. Seeing a pattern here, we wonder if perhaps our generalization of
 Brown's result can be used to answer the following:

 Question 1 Can the class of extendable connectivity functions be character-
 ized by associated sets?

 We now give an application of the first theorem.

 Theorem 2 Each function f : [0, 1] - y [0, 1] is the pointwise limit of a se-
 quence of extendable connectivity functions fn : [0, 1] - > [0, 1].

 Proof. Let g : [0, 1] - [0, 1] be any extendable connectivity function onto
 [0, 1] whose graph is dense in [0, 1] x [0, 1]. According to Theorem 1, there
 exists a dense G s subset A of [0, 1] on which we can redefine g arbitrarily
 with values in [0, 1] to obtain an extendable function. [0,1] - ^4 is an F0 set
 and contains no interval. Therefore [0, 1] - A = Ui^i where each C,- is
 nowhere dense in [0, 1] and if i / j, then C,- C'Cj =0. For each n > 1, define
 fn : [0, 1] -¥ [0, 1] by

 n oo

 f„ = f'Aöf'({JCi)U9'( (J Ci).
 1=1 t=n+l

 Then /„ is an extendable connectivity function because according to Theorem
 1, we can redefine g arbitrarily on every nowhere dense subset M of [0, 1], such
 a s M = Ur=i C* here, in order to obtain an extendable connectivity function
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 again from [0, 1] into [0, 1]. Let i E [0,1]. If x G A, fn{x) = f{x) for all n.
 But if x £ A, there is an integer m such that x G Cm, and fn{x) = f(x) for
 all n > m. This shows / = lim^oo fn.

 It is a puzzlement whether / is the sum of just two extendable connectivity
 functions. We can, however, show the following.

 Theorem 3 Each function f : [0, 1] - > [0, 1] equals a series Y^=i9n of ex-
 tendable connectivity functions gn : [0,1] - ^ R.

 Proof. Let gi A, and Cn be as in the proof of Theorem 2. For each n, let
 hn : [0, 1] - > [- 2n~1,2n_1] be a continuous onto function. Define

 1 00
 9i = ^f'AUf'Ciög'([jCi)

 Ì = 2

 1 °°

 <72 = 5/|i4 U 0|Ci U (/- ff)|C2 U Äi o tf|(U C<)
 i =3

 1 °°
 93 = ģ/l-A U 0|Ci U 0'C2 D (f - g - hi o <7)|C3 U h2 o <7 1 ( I^J C«)

 i=4

 94 = ^f'AU0'C1U0'C2U0'C3U{f-g-h1og-h2og)'C4 lb
 OO

 uäsojKIJCO
 i=5

 9n = -^/MU0|C1U0|C2U--U0|Cn-i
 u(f-g-hi°g-h2°g

 OO

 U/in-i°</|( ^2 for » = 3,4,5, •••
 i=n + l

 Then g' : [0, 1] - > [0, 1] and each gn : [0, 1] ->• [-2n~2, 2n~2], where n > 1, are
 extendable connectivity functions. For the case when x G A, gn(x) =
 £~=1 £/(*) = /(*)• But if X e Cm, then £~=1 9n{*) = En=l 9n(*) = /(*)•
 Therefore f = 9n-

 The uniform limit of a sequence of almost continuous functions need not be
 Darboux [14]. It is not necessarily so, too, for the uniform limit of a sequence
 of extendable connectivity functions to be Darboux (or connectivity) .

 Example 1 Let g}A, and Cn be as in the proof of Theorem 2. Define fn :
 [0, 1] - y [0, 1] as follows:
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 * t ' ' iixČAn9~1 (I)
 fl{x) * t ' ~ 'o iixeAng-^ii)

 f if z é Cl D g-1 (%)
 I è + i if « e a nr1 (è)

 f()-f iíxi¿ Cìn9~1 (I)
 I ł + i a * e Cingati)

 /.w - ítf1 {*£ .fiec^nrMł) {*£ .fiec^nrMł)
 This sequence of extendable connectivity functions /n converges uniformly to
 a function / : [0, 1] - > [0, 1] whose range is [0, 1] - {^}.

 [9] gives a Darboux function / : [0, 1] - > M which is not the uniform
 limit of a sequence of connectivity functions, and [13] gives a connectivity
 function / : [0, 1] - >• M which is not the uniform limit of a sequence of almost
 continuous functions. Is there an example of an almost continuous function
 / : [0, 1] - ► M that is not the uniform limit of any sequence of extendable
 connectivity functions?
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